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95%
“Our research reveals that, on average, 95% of a company’s employees are unaware
of, or do not understand, its strategy.” from a Harvard Business Review study.

“Empowered employees are more likely to be powerful, confident individuals, who
are committed to meaningful goals and demonstrate initiative and creativity to
achieve them. They typically have the freedom to generate novel ideas and the
confidence that these ideas will be valued.” from a Harvard Business Review study.



+ 15 MINUTE STAND UP
LEAN PRODUCTION

Lean production methods have been a notably
recognized standard in the manufacturing
industry for years. It works. It helps
companies narrow their focus so that they
can achieve results. However, when taking an
unbiased look at its effectiveness there are
clear gaps that require revisiting. Could it be
that its methods are a framework rather than
a standalone solution?

One problem that remains unresolved is that
of frontline communication. Frontline
employees are nearest to issues and can
speak with authority about real obstacles to
success. Yet their voices go unheard and their
value is not expressed. They often cannot
visualize their contribution to goals and are
unaware of their significance. Implementing
this guide daily will solve this problem.  



15 MINUTE STAND UP
PREFACE MINDSET

This guide assumes your company is
currently implementing lean production
methodologies. Therefore you have goal
targets and key metrics assigned to
team/department leaders that they are
responsible for improving. Once this strategic
structure is in place, these leaders can begin
to communicate goals and metrics to their
supporting team using this guide.  

Lean methodologies suggest managers wander
around the shop floor to remain close to activity.
This alone is not effective as it doesn't empower
the frontline to communicate. Rather,
managers should use this time to have daily
10 to 15-minute One-To-One Chats with at
least 5 employees using this guide. This will
increase employee commitment to activities and
to sharing feedback as well as boost morale. 



15 MINUTE STAND UP
Implementing the TARGET Framework

TARGET PRODUCTIVITY
ANCHOR METRIC
RAMP UP THE ODDS
GO FOR THE COLLAB 
ELEVATE THEIR VOICE 
TO BE CONTINUED
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T.A.R.G.E.T EMPOWER YOUR
FRONTLINE

A simple 10 to 15 minute daily One-To-One
conversation with at least 5 floor employees can
change the trajectory of your company.



15 MINUTE STAND UP

TARGET PRODUCTIVITY - What goal are you improving today? (Only one goal should be discussed)

ANCHOR METRIC - Is there a KPI that can be adjusted to improve your target?

NOTE: This discussion is about building a healthy work
relationship where the employee feels comfortable
discussing ideas and issues. Be casual and open.

T.a.r.g.e.t



15 MINUTE STAND UP

RAMP UP THE ODDS - Are you confident that your current projects or tasks will move the needle? (If not,
delay the project or task. Procrastinate on purpose.)

GO FOR THE COLLAB - Are there any issues or obstacles you'd like to discuss? (Collaborate on a solution.)

NOTE: As a leader, your main job is to remove
obstacles to success. Your employee knows those
obstacles first hand. Hear them out. Be flexible.

T.a.r.g.e.t



15 MINUTE STAND UP

ELEVATE THEIR VOICE - Are there any ideas or insights you'd like to share? (Write them down. And think of ways
to implement them quickly.)

TO BE CONTINUED - Wrap up the conversation on an open, positive note to promote continued conversation.
(Assure them you will address issues quickly. Tell them about a future plan or goal. Ask them about their
family. Set them up for a good day.) 

NOTE: This is your opportunity to demonstrate your
employee's value. Work hard at doing this well daily.
This empowers them to think strategically.

T.a.r.g.e.t



BOOK A DEMO NOW

CIRCLE VIEW CAN
10X YOUR EFFORTS
EMPOWER YOUR FRONTLINE TO MAKE GOAL RELATED DECISIONS

My CoFounder and I have built a software to
help companies like yours increase employee
commitment to daily activities and sharing
feedback. Using Circle View, you can create
goals and metrics, assign them to team leaders,
monitor progress, and take timely action. Then
employees can review updates and provide
actionable comments. Thus, enacting a healthy
feedback loop from your frontline.  

https://circleview.app/demo/

